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by GYtlRGY HALASZ 

' . 
Europe hasn't seen war since 1945. ·•Our contirtent is living in·its longest 

period' of peace. But th:i.s ·doe'sn't mean the disappe!U'anoe of those oontra

di~tions which earher'led'twioe to world-Wide catastrophe: What is more, 

the contradictions have become even more sophisticated and·oomplioated. In 

a certain sense the present European peace is· only superficial. as long as the 

major European problems·are'not all solved finally and satisfactorily~ 

At the same time, the relative calmness in Europe offers a good possibility 

for fruitful dial:ogue - in our days alreaey an obligation for the highly 

responsible-minded leaders of Europe. The goal is double: as a minimal aim 

·the p~esent situation must' be maintained, conflicts-must not menace With· war 

again·. ' In par~lleli further steps are riecessacy; together with 'the inter

national relaxation of teneion ., as part of it and reinforqing.it - e.n .institu

tionalized security system should be'established.in .our continent in. order 

to prevent the outbreak of conflicts. 
• f 

., 
Reasons for the Conference·· 

For the realization 'of this aim the•allied socialist countries suggested the 

convocation of the Conference on. European Security and Cooperation. 'Ihe Con

ference is not the· aim, ·it is ·only the. means.· 'Ihe aim·is Eliropean security 

itself - but the proposer countries thcught that the conference might be the 

most efficient way leading'to' ~t. ~ 
;_ -~ ' 

In connection with SALT President Nixon has stated for many years that there 

is no alternative to agreement~ 'Ihe basis ·for the American Pre.cident's state

ment is the fact that the continuation of the nuclear armament race_would 

inevitably lead to war - if the race cannot be stopped. And war cannot mean 
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a real alternative for mankind; especially in such basically changed circum

stances when neither side is in the position to reach decisive superiority. 

A balance of forces is only one of the motives in the SALT dialogue, §lthough 

a very important one. Moreover, at the' time of the scientific,.technical 

revolution it becomes even more necessary to ~ke_rational use of financial 
. ' .. 

means and to develop multilateral cooperation. This automatically leads to 

a reduction in expenditures on armament - although this may be of minor 

importance. The armament race is dangerous first of all not only because it 

reduces the prospects for resulting in peaceful constructive work; but . . 
because it makes every result doubtful •. Last, but not least: the .Soviet-

American talks and the European dialogue could become a reality because both 

sides recognized this axiom. 

Europe is' the most neuralgic part of th~ world: a war here would probably 

'mean a nuclear one. Even those were compelled to realize this who, believing 

in different "liberation plans", had lived in an illusion as late as the 

early 60s. Realities must be fully respected._ So_ the most ,important task 

of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe is to formulate the 

new facts, to accept the renunciation of the use of force and the essential 

thesis of equal security as general principles. In the framework of peace

ful coexistence multilateral European cooperation could emerge, all-European 

plans could be made to solve complex technical problems. 

In Helsinki the first step was made: the participants .outlined the items of 

the agenda. Even today some argue that_ the "progress is toe fast", and some 

would like to modify certain points of the Helsinki proposals or try to give 

another meaning to them. 1ve hear argume~ts that only the socialist countries 

are interested in the first point of the agenda (the problem of security), in 

the second point (widening economic relations) and in the fourth (setting up 

the permanent bodies of security); and that the capitalist countries are 

interested mainly in the third point, in the free movement of ideas. We 

could read articles which said that "the Soviets have to give from the third 

basket, if they want to take something from the second". This type of argu-
- . 

ment can even at best only be regarded as _an illusion or as self-deceit. 

Simultaneous and proper arrangements on_ all the four items is. in_ the 

interest<. of all European countries, all participants of the Conference. 

Ec'onomic ties with the socialist countrie.s do not r.nly serve Eastern 

interests. One-sided advantageous trade has never existed; such deals are 

r 
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not called ~rade, In.fact, ~astern government and business circles are 
• • . ··. highly attracted by the. vast ma;rket of the socialist countries. . . . 

Free Movement of Ideas . . 
. As reg<q:'ds_ the problem of,the free movement of ,ideas we have to realize first 

• t.- ' ' ·: 

that interference in the domestic affairs of another country may take dif-
. . t 

ferent forms, e.g. war, economic pressure or ideological subvereion. In 

Hungary, for instance, the best works of. Western l,iterature are published . ' . . -... '· ' ,... . 
and general:J,y. kn~ by the public; theatres present the plays o{'popular 

. - . ' ; . ·. 
Western authors; Western artists come to the concert halls. If a Western 

- . - ' . . • • . t . : - ·- ' 

tourist ~!lilts to come to .Hungary, he can get the vj,sas in. hours, 'he. is the 

most welcome ~est .in th~ ~01mtry. And, on.th~ ~ther ~d: - takmg ais~ 
. ' ' - -· . 

into consideration the noole aim of better understanding among people - the 

honest Hungarians can travel abroad without political obstacles. 
:: ·'··- ·. . . 

.t ,,., ... 
What should.be ·made f~ee then? Suspicion is understandable and rignt if it 

' . : 
is about qther issues.not included above: these .might ·be those "ideas" which 

J • • • ~- • ' :. • • - • 

try to al1,.enate· people from their. government, which can provoke ha~s towards 
.. - .' . ~ ' .... - '.. . 

other nations or can incite war. 'lhe.diffueion of such "ideas" neither will 
• 0 • • ' • 

l ·. :· 

-be permitted in the·future- not,even by th~ fllogan of "free movement of ideas . . .. . . .-

and people" . .- ,_ · . 
-":· .. 

.t•' '. - ,. 

•::. ·A. Swiss ·paper .. r~cent~y put tl')e.,ques:tion in :this way: "Is it worthwhile to 
. . . .. ' . . . -

strive for d~tente with the Soviet Union if we cannot .. in eXchange pro~ote 
liberalization?". We should be clear abo~t ~he aim: is. it the· :Ui~titut~or.slizing 
of. .. peaceful coexistence .o~.so-called "liberalization"?(Which is seen by some 

as a. good. title_to interfere with. the domestic affaii-s of certain countries.) 

In the past; there, have .been:.similar. pl~. under other name~. '!heir fate is 

known.· ., . . -~ 

1" ..• - • 
·~ . __ ..... ~ ' ... 

Is polit;ical-subversion permissible? !;.et me mention an example, the French 
• • • ' • • • ~ '- • ; '. • -. • - • • • • • • ~ # 

:. municipal elections •... As, is. known, in 'j;h;i!! rec;:ent ~v~nt the French Communist . . . ' . . · .. ~ . 
Party received the largest number of votes and became the_ .b,iggest party 

it\ the country. But the division of com:.cillors 1 posts didn't reflect the 

res.ult: with_23 per cent of··the total.votes th~ French communist~ received 

11 :per cent of. the mandates. 'lhe number of the .vo.tes and seats was . . ·' ., - . ' . . .. . 
proportional in the Ci!-Se. of,the Soc;ialis.ts, '(lhile the Gaullist UDR received 

a lot of mandates with relatively few vgt~s. 'J.his is basically ~'question ' ' : . . . ~- . 
of democracy •. ~ 'lhe Hungarian :press drew. a lesson from this for "domestic 

use", but the ~en~h ~eople oo\lld ~1~ 'l')e~r; u;_ the foreign 1~~~ ·. . . . .. . - . . . . . 
· broadcast of, the .~adio, .any statements indicating that t~e French gOvernment 

' . ·- .... -~ '' .. ·. . : .. : . 
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ignores democracy, so that they would have to rebel. against it. Would such 

a sharp polemic prove beneficial to the friendly French·- Hungar;an relations? 

Would it promote the relaxation of tension in Europe? The answer is 

definitely no - and it is neceasary to add that the French President probably 

would not have changed quickly the distribution of seats as a result of such 

interference. 

No one should conclude from this that for the good of the relaxation of 

tension an alliance must be made with everybody, without pr~condition, and 

all the time. But the consistency of principles does not exclude the neces

sity and possibility of compromisas, the importance of mutual political wisdom 

and self-restraint on each side. 

D~tente and Alliances 

The readiness for agreement should be desirable in the talks about European 

force reduction. Linking the Security Conference to the Vienna talks is not 

possible ~ however connected both of them are with the security. The force 

.reduction talks, because of their complicated and far-reaching character, 

will probably continue for a long time·. Linking them to the Security Con

ference would mean a considerable delay in the latter's successfUl conclu

sion. Besides, the NATO countries have not agreed to invite the non-aligned 

and neutral European countries to the force reduction talks. The improve

ment of the atmosphere of mutual understanding and trust would inevitably he~p 

the success of the Vienna talks; 

In spite of all progress, there are. further possibilities for the fUture. 

Perhaps the relaxation of tension will continue in Europe. Perhaps there will 

be a deadlock. We can hear about the acceleration of rapprochement on the 

basis of different convergency-theories. But this can h~dly be reality. 

Which of the two~nds will be dominant? It depends on the degree to which 

the soc~alist countries and the truly cooperative Western circles ·succeed 

in neutralizing the counter-elements and the theories advocating separation 

and confrontation. 

The East-West dialogue and the process of relaxation of tension are in a 

relationship of natural interdependence with·the changing role of military 

alliances. On different actual topics the interests of the United States 

and \/est-Europe will often differ, but on the vital question of war and 

peace there is no difference. At a time of relaxation of tension cohesion 

within the Alliances is less important and grows weaker. But we have to 

emphasize that these contradictions were not brought about by the relaxation 
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of tension. ~lest-German minister of foreign affairs, Herr Walter Scheel, made 

this point when saying:''With the Common Market American economy has acquired 

an unpleasant competitor. But the once hoped for political development has 

failed to come about," 

The new Atlantic Charter, suggested by the Ni~on Administration is 1ntended 

to change an akw~rd situation, demanding a more proportional distribution of 

military burdens. The US spends 7,3 per cent of her GNP on defence, while 

West Euro:Pean countries spend only 4.4 per cent. What is more, the weakening 

of the dollar has increased the eosts of American troops in Europe, ·According 

to some West European sources, the American expenditures are not so sizeable 

today, given the global policy and the specific European interests of the 

United States. Nevertheless \~ashington - p:1rsuing the stra·~egy of real 

deterrence - may consider~necessary and reasonable an increase in West

European conventional forces. 

The Soviet-!merican agreement about the prevention of nuclear war has created 

many doubts in the \-lest about the credibility of the American nuclear guarantee. 

But the General Secret.ary of NATO, Joseph Luns, made a realistic assessment 

of these concerns when saying:"The·suspicion and sulkiness of the Europeans 

is generated by past glory and status"; 

The military bipolarity is· a·fact. You maj' protest against it, may write 

articles about it, like "~Thy not ·try China?". (the title of a New York Times 

commentary), or m8y flirt with the"Peking leade~ .who have a certain function 

in teasing the Soviets in ·the East; A'lot of things can be done - but the 

fact remains a fact, ' . " 

Nuclear bipolarity means that the.efforts of the two great powers to avoid 

collisions and to create mutual understanding and cooperation make impossible 

the outburst' of nuclear war in Europe·too, The effects of this favourable 

development in Europe are obvious: .... •. · increased cooperation and the realiza

tion of the pr1nciple of peaceful coexistence improves the general interna

tional atmosphere in the dialogue.between the two systems. Here economic 

· cooperation'has an outstanding role because it intensifies the interest of 

governments and peoples in the creation and maintenance of good relations. 

Western Europe and the United States 

It is not unknown in our country that there is a wideranging discussion in 

~lestern Europe about the reorganization of the ~/estern military alliance. 

Some proclaim that the separation of West European defence from the United 
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States is utterly impossible, while others advocate an independ~nt regional 

v/est-Eilropean nuclear force. The real approach should take into considera

tion that any· world role for Europe- even if it is in agreement with.the 

action of others - has to serve the national interest~. v/hat is the true 

national interest of the West European countries in t~is matter? Presently 

both the military and the political conditions for setting up a European 

nuclear deterrent are absent, But even if they existed, the result would be 

very dubious: tt:~·. basically bipolar military structure wo~ld not be greatly 

disturbed. An independent.nuclear umbrella would not·increase the security 

of the participants; it would deepen distrust in both directions and would 

hinder the process of relaxation of·.tension ~n Europe. The motivation for 

political efforts at West European unification can be pro-Soviet, anti-Soviet, 

anti-American, and indifferent. But the strengthening of West European 

military power would primarily and ·directly be. targeted against the socialist 

countries. 

On the other hand, new problems in the relations with the United States 

have produced a dilemma. The Common )>!arket is both a rival and an .ally; a 

united economic power to the outside wo~ld, and politically structured inter

nally, That may be the main reason for the contradictions. Despite the 

development in West European integration it is still a fiction to speak about 

Europe and America as two equal partners as Dr. Kissinger does. Perhaps this 

does apply in the economic field, In the Western part of our continent some 

think that·it ·is in the American interest to prevent the economic success of 

the EUropean Community. Washington may willy-nilly hurt unit~ in the 

economic field. But in the political field this is far from true, simply 

because of the one-sided character of military interd~pendence, 

This may be one·of the motives 

Europe (~t. calls,dt Europe) as 

behind the American behaviour which sees Hestern 

a united whole. Psychological motives may . . . 

not be negligible either. This.s~~r when in the city of Atlanta I had a 

short rest in a park. A policeman came to my bench and we started to talk. 

He asked me where I came from, "Europe" I answered, and later somehow asked 

him who was the Governor of Georgia. The valiant guard of the order stared 

at me- what an ignorance! -answered immediately and, being.a polite man, 

asked: "And would you tell me Sir who is the Governor of Europe?" Of course, 

ignorant people exist everywhere in the world. But coming acioss the ocean 

is an American coming to France, to Belgium or to Austria? Not at all. He 

is coming to Europe. While - as Herr Scheel said in his previously ·quoted 

speech -"there is no competent European authority on world political questions." 
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An increase in the number of Atlantic contradictions doesn't mean automati

cally a decline in Atlantic relations. It can lead to a qualitati~ely new, 

rel4~ble alliance if the pendulum moves towards detente and world-wide 

cooperation. Naturally, in that case the function of the alliance would be 

quite different. A mutual abrogation of its military character is also 

conceivable, This step would be of historic importance and would be in full 

harmony with the real interests of all nations. 

But today still other debates can be observed in the enlarged Collllllon Market. 

Paradoxically, relations with the East have brought to the foregrouni! ·. 

internal differences with far-reaching consequences. In France we can hear 

about a Rapallo-complex, about fear of German reunification and the Germans 

in fury blame French policy for the lack of consistency. It is not difficult 

to discover that what is at stake is the political leadership in Western 

Europe, But the sharing of power is a long process, and its lasting ste.bili

zation may prove impossible, given the domestic political changes in the 

member countries. 

Lack of homogenety may be responsible for those theories which regard the 

American soldiers in Europe as hostages as a guarantee for direct American 

involvement. But does West-Europe really need it in the circumstances of 

mutual understanding, useful cooperation and relaxation of tension? The 

obvious answer hss led"to the Vienna talks. This area of problems is,in 

its concrete details, highly complicated, 

However, it is clear by now that the number of reforms and modernizations in 

the v/estern alliance - brought about also by the development of the member 

states - is only increased by the success of the East-West dialogue, But I 

wish politicians would only deal with similar "problems". 

This year has not seen any changes in NA'IO, Earlier President Nixon had 

called 197~ "the year of Europe" in order to establish a new type of relations, 

Several articles in the West ask today: v/here is Europe's year? Perhaps in 

1974 ••• Let us hope that all this will influence movement in the desirable 

direction, that is towards the expamsion of dialogue, and progress in 

Europe, 

+++ 
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,, 

Writing about East European concepts~ and. e:Xpectations of arms'' 
control, its possibility and its political repercussions :i:n . ' 

Europe, means above all-to analyse Soviet attitudes. This 'is· 
·not because there is uniformity of interest in·all respects·· 
among the· \-larsaw Pact states, but the field of arms control' . 
seems to be largely regarded as· one of uniformity of expres.-· 
sion with the Soviet Union as.the spokesman if not the deter
.minant. 

,. ,, 
The Soviet Union seeks to become the most pot'lerful protector . . 
of two new systems of collective security: one for Europe and 
the other for Asia. This all too Grand Design t-ras launched in 

~ •• • • J ... 

February 1956 by Nikita Khrushchev at the 20th congress of the 
communist party of the Soviet Union• Shortly before; I1oscow had 
proposed a treaty of·friendship and co-operation to,the United 
States. ·At the 20th party congress Khrushchev pointed out that 
stable and ·friendly relations between, the two superpowers ~tould 
have a "tremendous. significance" for strengthenj.ng peace all over 
the world.· In this ·regard it·can validly be said,.that Leonid 
Brezhnev's foreign•po1icy is·not·very original, .even though his 
style totally differs. from the somewhat impetuous .performance 
of his predecessor. A fundamental difference, however, is that 
Khrushchev displayed a great .zeal for disarmament and at t.imes 
came out. \'Tith bold·- proposals, wh:!.le Brezhnev is mainly opposed 
to an "uncontrolled arms race"~ He used this t-rording in an :!..m
portant speech on 21 December. 1972, whilst not nantiQA~g·4is~ 
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armament among the principles on which according to the Soviet 
Union security in Europe should rest, although the "Declaration 
on peace, security and cooperation in Europe", which the supreme 
leaders of the Warsaw Pact countries had previously adopted at 
Prague on 26 January of the sam~ year, had ~ated disarmament 
among· the "fundamental principles of European security and re
lations between states in Europe". During the first gathering 
of the CSCE it once more appeared that disarmament was delibe
rately omitted from the~dress by Brezhnev. On behalf of the . ~ . 

Soviet Union Andrey Gromyko tabled a number of_principles of 
European sacur"ity, disarmament not being among them. 

On 11 July 1973, when receiving the Lenin prize "For the 
strengthening of peace between the peop4,es", Brezhnev said: 
"We are firmly convinced·that political detente in Europe must 
also be. supplemented by military <itente". A· few weeks later, 
on 15 August, he explicitly stated that military detente does 

, 

not yet mean a reduction of armaments. As one of the most topical 
obligations in the "struggle for a radical purge of the inter
national atmosphere" he mentioned the "effort for political 
detente to be supplemented by military det~nte, for the arms 
race to be stopped, and subse~uently also for practical.steps 
to be taken in order to reduce armaments". These words clearly 
referred to the situation in Europe. 

Arms Control: Instrument or Result of Detente? .. 
Such remarks show again that.the Soviet Union at this moment 
takes a very cautious; not to sey conservative stand as to arms 
control in Europe. This only comes second, as something that can 
wait. The most complicated-arms control negotiations ever to 
take place contributed significantly to better relations between 
the Soviet Union and the United States. Even the war in Indochina 
evidently did not preclude the·development·of conditions which 
the Soviet press characterizes as ·a "transition from the cold war 
to peaceful relationships". The reverse, however, --military 
detente can only ensue from political detente -- holds for ·Europe, 
as the Soviet scholar Daniil Proektor has pointed out. Even if 
one can understand this approach, the question remains hot'l ex
tensive political detente according to the Soviet Union should 
be in order to bring military detente in Europe within reach. 
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When NATO countries express their concern about the military 
0'b.iil;d~~r'of" th~ 'i.Jar13aw Pi'c't't :'their"' at"ti tuae'•is fmterpreted';"as. 

Ywh~dtfJ!e ·1!Jf1d.et"rnte.ar;,Th~ iiD:Pe-rial'i'st's'', 'whenever :they ;fiave ~to 
··~.t"'I-·":.!":'-T'1. ,. .. _,.·.f"j'~" ·j,..., ,.,,..r,.."\,- .....,..., ..... r- _. :~.. ..... --t.• • • .... .. 

conceal their aggressive .measures,' try to Jrevive'lthe >myth of. 
th;"•isov'iet threat 1•'fBr~zhnev ~s'aid at'~ the !24th'~partj(congress. 

!I· _··[':..:r - ":t'l"~ .... - .. - r ... ..,. .... rr ..... f"\ --i- .-r--. -- 'r'r- ,. - . - ' ' • 

More recently he t'/arned ~time ·and •again that '.cthe caggress~ve :; 
ferMis ']in "'EJrop~: b:a:v-e-r·n:ot · iaid. <'do ... m 'Ttneirr'\.,eapons. :£0rie rgets r.the 
----l~ll"l.·::t •~-..,n-. --; -:--~ ... -•.,.., .-. .. ___ ..,. ~.- . .. .. , ..• 
i.ttipress~on .. that the"Soviet leaders \'11lltnot"•be sat~sf~ednath 

.;-p~litiS~l ~-d.~t~rite incEurope ruii-tnrthe'lcapitalist states.;have 
-a.~io~Jtfat1ed c'th~y nci 0 loriger 1 consider':'the:lexistiil.g power :J of· .;the 

r':sgvi_gt;tUrii~ri_ue_~::a1pcitentiai-' threat tto 'theii• security. C.i. !lOl~ 
!. ~!IO.dl".:. ;j-J.:d t (Ca(I~JC ':tl t..d\:J" ~-l'\1"! .... .._."!,n hlrtOP r£•,lrl"·.,) ., i_ '"'r·ri .... .., rt<l ,.. ""r' 

~,It~is,.therefore easy to understand that. the Soviet Union·pro-
,., ... _ .... ~.- ........... ..,...," .. ~· .. ,.~ .J._, ..... ._l !):,,.u.r.u·.;.r).:J:Jfl. n.r. v~·:-L..t"'o•,,...·""~·~'-'11 F•· ......... rr ... -t-J. r-d 

poses a simultaneous. dissolution of both~NATO arid''the''Warsaw 
_.,v •• ·--.!.JQ'IJ..I:.:;..;~i.O~V:J ;.;~!VOV •l £-!.0 ."t1Qf1~0'""'f!C'' ~·r-:t"·r~ ~rr~ r-~9--'"(.,.6' 
Pact as a "radical means" to implemei:it"niilitary" detente in' 

..... r.,.v ..:a~t!'; r 
Europe. The rejection of this proposal is explainea'as•proof 

-of: a .continuing ·hostility, from· the .. JWest .and ,as, a ,justification 
- - .. --...-----~ '---·-•,r•A .:J .. ' ••~•-'V.Jo•~.,.. . ..-:;, 

r.of. the';: further! buildup ,of~Sqvi~_tJ.ap.<;_ s>_tp.e_r,.~~-s.a~4}'':.~t ~f?J ... C;_es. 
·-·The ·soviet ;Union ,wisely 1did ,~e,_er ,_d_i:;_cl_o_f!~ •-~~~.~SfY~ ... ~;r.-... ~oys~'•she 

·would·. 'llri thdraw.! f~om 1 Eastern :,_Europe , , ~ il!::..~a.s ~.1 t.l!e:. ll!.~!D:'i?..~~s..: '?.f •n 
; .f NATO should' take ;heart~~ and \co~sidt;!X: se;::i.O):J._S~Y;·.t~~.;t.i<!~a ... ~~J~ll!.utual 

_,dissolution; of,~the -~two 1b.locs. ~.-I~:l'!.o_s_c_o_:-~, :t.~h~.:r::.~ ;P~~i~i~al..c:E.~a
~lismHs:.held·~in ;high ;esteem,~,.ther~_ti~s .Il_~ ~~~S~P~~io~1;10.~1,:ipdeed 
hope that this will soon occur. The .Ls_ov:~-~-t.,:t[~~O?- 1 _do~s.tP.'?.~.~-~.ike 
at all to see .the shock effects a sudden vanishing of NATO and 
£I{e 'warsaw<P~ct :would.';:"preiciiice·:-,_Her'detente !policy: ltlierefore, 
aim~~ at 'generatiui'J situation "iri' which lmili tB.ry.:.poli ti'cal''. 
aliiances'\~iil 'have=lJ'stjtlieir ftinction..iand siniply[fadejaway. 

- }rT("'' C-ol- ~o:'l.r."! ..._rr··' ~) 1- \/'-.£• , .. f'l". I :,_ .1. ~ f ~ , 
..... _ "' n...r...;::. ,J"'""' c: • ..~.. ..,._ • ,. JI.l Il-• ~u.r .. .:-.~ !> .. } "!0. JlO::.CU".! ~t&.lif{..!!J.t''! .. r;q 

·Mut~J.:~h_Fo:r.:~~.cl!e.c!_u.~t.:i,.Q.~~.ft,~;Jl'l zl: JT .·.r.n:• w·Jl:J..;r~o.-;o:-sM ;tn-:.v 
-I Talks !:about ~.the r.creation1 of;: nuclea,r.:;:free n.~o:t,:e::;,,~ ~;:~p~ ,,~~ 
-.:.betterJadvance this complicated.,::P~OCE!!>~, ~~?-:.§~v~~~--.~c!_l~~~ 

recently.::characterized it; t~an,.nego~:ie~~on~<:ae~:t~~r,e~~~~~~ 
.otroops~and armaments~in1Central Europe.",If the"outcome.-of, .. ~ 

~ - --·- _._ .................... ~ .... ...,._,......,, .. "-'•'-• 

such J neg<;tiations;;. would; J:lO'tc1 ~]llY nP~ 1 ~-~;re9-!:P~9Y!;le~: -~EL ~eE~can 

• and~SovietJforces ,,~uhper_~aps e~~9.:.>S:~:r.~a.~~ _?~l~~t:_:a~J~:~;: 
sures, then NATO and the WarsawJ!'?:~:t ~9~:!-9- E.~c9!!1~,, l.;;t~t~g_i.~
struments in the process of detente. The Soviet proposal to 
"di s~us s 'G ~bm~ i con:fidence:l building; measures .1 in!. the )'frame\'10 rk i of 

-Jrthe CSCEtand.3not1of'MFR ·is-~probably .tot.beflookedtupon as~ an 
·attemp't'1 to•av~idl:any"l involvemi:mt: of.J alliance machineries~t;t 
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Although the MBFR-proposal of the NATO members runs counter to 
the political strategy of the USSR, it was impossible to ignore 
or bluntly .reject it. Afte~ a long period of silence Brezhnev 
on the 30th of March 1971 spoke out in favour of talks about 
a reduction. of troops and armaments in Central Europe, when 
addressing the 24th congress of the communist party of the 
Soviet Union. Here was in fact an attempt to annex the ~BFR
proposal in order to. present it later in a modified form.as a 
suggestion of his own. One of the elements of the Soviet ver
sion is the wish "that*talks on this matter should not be held 
o~ a bloc basis (which would narrow their scope), but should 
be discussed independently in accordance·with an understanding 
between the states concerned", as a.Soviet commentator wrote 
last year. 

Although the Soviets usually tend to· imagine disarmament pro
blems as in essence relatively simple - "the way to disarm is 
to disarm", Maxim LitVinov taught in the thirties - 'they have 
never saved words when repeating that the question of reduc
tions in Central Europe is ·highly complicated and that it \'till 
take a long time for results to be yielded. This is just ano
ther way t6 stress the point that military detente in Europe 
must play a secondary part. 

This attitude sharply contrasts with the pressing manner in 
which the Soviet Union in her campaign for the convoca~ion 
Of the CSCE has depicted the potential menace of war. The 
paramount reason for detente in her view is the need to pre
vent thermonuclear war. It is rightly pointed out on the So
viet side that even a minor clash in our heavily armed conti
nent could rapidly lead to general war. That is why the capi
talist states are urged to adopt the rules of conduct which 
the Soviet Union summarizes in the term peaceful coexistence. 
In order to prevent thermonuclear war from breaking out, 
Moscow says, it is necessary to accept peaceful coexistence. 
There is just no other choice. 

Arms Control and peaceful coexistence is essentially a doc
trine for the regulated hostility between socialist. and capi
talist states. This· is typically a theoretical product of a 

*the 
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·superpo\·rer,· which· is sufficiently strong to consider a great 
many states as her permanent foes. A ~reak socialist co\mtry like 
Yugoslavia is also an active supporter of'peaceful coexi'stence, 
but she fills this notion with a different, far less antagonistic 
substance. Though' the s·oviet conception of peaceful coexistence 
allO\"IS for the possibility' or even. requires' many form of co
operation bet\'reen .. social~st. and capitalis~ :states, a la!3ting. 
and ~ven fierce hostility,is herd inevitable •. Brezhnev speaks 
about a continuing struggle in the, political, .. economical and 

. . . •'- . . 
idological fields. Conflicts, at. times even serious ones, will 
sill arise, but. they m~st not lead to armed clashes and ~ars • 

. ' . . ... . ~-· -. - --... " ' . 

Europe •is the oniy r~gion in the world where the main capitalist 
and socialist states confro~t e~ci:i.other heavily armed al~ng a 
stretched line of demarcation~' For the Soviet· conception of 
peaceful.coexistence in Europe to materialize- i.e. for the 
risks to be reduced-that even a sharp conflict might lead to war 
~a lowering of·the armaments levels is a prime condition. The 
Soviet Union has repeatedly said so herself in the past and uses 
this now as an argument for the I'!FR-talks. . • 

.In the fifties•the Warsaw Pact countries took the view that such 
r,eductions constituted·an independent factor promoting detente. 
In spite .of the fact that in 1957 the United:States decided to 
instal tactical. nucle~_weapons in Westel!'D. Europe. and although 
th~re was concern about the rearmament.of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the member-states of. the Warsa\il Pact. ~piDOunced in 

May 1958 that their f<;>rces :would be. reduced byalmost half a · 
million men. By that time · their troop numbers had· already ·" 
dropped by 2.5 million men· since :1955, .more than ·two million: of 
whom belonged to_ the Soviet forces. In May 1958 Soviet troops were 
stated to be wi~h\].rawn from Rumania~ The.NATO members were surr-. . 
moned to cut their forces likewise and thus:to show "by acts" 
that they wanted to strengthen peace and security in Europe. . . 
But the quite differei,J.t attitude of wait and see, adopted today 
by the Sovi~t Union ~owadays with.regard to the problem of.re
ducing .troops and· armaments in Europe, can be e:Jq>lained· by a . 
combination of factors. It is one of the paradoxes of the pre
sent time that.the importance.to the Soviet Union of her conven
tional force has also gro~ now that a climate,of general detente 

has developed in Europe. , 
· .• '!" •• . . ' . 
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First of all there is a tendency in the USSR to gi~e credit to 
the increased military and economical power of the Warsaw Pact 
states and in particular of the Soviet .Union for the improvement 
of the situation in Europe. Even without a thorough look into 
the Soviet economy it is easy to see that the emphasis thereby 
lies in the military aspect. 

This reasoning - more Soviet power means more peace - is based 
on the view that-the capitalist states will only.by sheer necessi
ty opt for a more "realistic' ( i.e. reasonable) behaviour to~1ards 
the socialist states. The foreign policy. of the capitalist states 
is characterized, not only by ill-educated propagandists but 
also by prominent Soviet scholars, as a "policy of war, violence, 
pillage and repression". Marxism-Leninism, the ideology of all 
Warsaw Pact states, teaches_that aggressiveness is a permanent 
feature of the capitalist states, which are often collectively . . . ... 
designated by .the word imperialism~ The aggressiveness of impe-
rialism is in the first place directed against the Soviet Union 
and the other socialist states, which are ~ with the ideological
ly unaccountable exception of China and Albania - peaceful by 
nature. Imperialism to the thinking of men like Brezbnev and 
Grechko keeps hoping to beable to solve the "historical con
troversy between capitalism and socialism" by military power. 
The one bright spot in this grim outlook upon the world is that 
imperialism generally reacts in a rational manner to the power 
of its foes. In a recent book on Soviet foreign policy D.G. -
Tomashevsky, a senior research associate of the Institute for 
World Economy and International Relations in Moscow, writes: 
'!f the balance of forces is unfavourable to imperialism, then 
the possibilitie-s for launching imperialist aggression remain 
limited. Imperialism as a rule shrinks back before superior 
power. For the sake of self-preservation-imperialism is com
pelled to take full account of reality". 

It is forbidding military strenght combinwwith a flexible 
foreign policy that forces the capitalist· states to behave in 
accordance with the rules of peaceful coexistence. One need not 
be surprised, therefore, that in this period of diminishing . 
tension and preparat 0 cy meetings on East-West troop reductions 
there is constant ta.k in the Soviet Union of its increased 
military power, since· this is "one of the main instruments of 
our peace policy". It is asserted that the preservation of world 
peace is due in the first place to this impressive military ma-
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chine which has a "sobering" effect on the hotheads of the 
imperialist camp. Notwithstanding these successes the greatest 
vi~tlance remains imperative and the continuous strenghtening 
of the forces in an "objective necessity". Brezhnev speaks in 
this context about a "sacred duty". · . ' 

The Importance of the Warsaw Pact 
' 

This excessive appreciation of one's own military apparatus_ 
clearly does not promote a positive attitude towards disarma
ment and arms control. The fact is. that one cannot at the same 
time worship a sacred cow and mutilate it. Yet the attitude 
towards arms control may well be affected to a still higher 
degree by the importance that conventional military force has 
for the Soviet Union in maintaining.the cohesion of the Warsaw 
Pact. In a strategic sense, the European alliesof the Soviet 
Union serve a twofold purpose .• They are a vanguard in the process 
_of detente with Western Europe and they form the rear in the 
bitter conflict which opposes the Soviet Union to China and is 
increasingly seen by the Soviet Union as a political_and mili
tary controversy. The European allies of the Soviet Union are 
thus in an almost ideal.position to emancipate themselves into 
more or less independent allies, who can demand that their in
terests and desires are taken·into account to a considerably 
greater extent· than is now the case. The Soviet Union alleges 
that· the Western states as well as .China try to rouse natio
nalistic feelings in Eastern Europe and try to drive a wedge 
between Russia and the.European·"brother-countries".·Moscow 
also complains about phenomena such as "isolationism", "sepa
ratism" and "national selfishness" in Eastern Europe. 

The USSR considers the political polycentrism in the ~perialist 
camp an advantage, but inside the Warsaw Pact she. wants to pre
serve the principle of so-called monxentrism •. Her reaction . -
therefore is that a solid welding of the members of the Warsaw 
Pact in the military, economic ~d ideological fields is of 
still greater importance than ~s used to be. The threat of.a 
military attac~ by NATO is believed to be neutralized by the 

- . 
strong military organization of the Warsaw Pact,. but now a new 
menace is decried in the so-called "silent contra-revolution": 
by means of peaceful instruments such as trade, industrial eo-

\ 
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operation, and scientific and cultural contacts. Western coun
tries try to expand their influence in Eastern Europe. Imperia
lism, it is said, proceeds with extremely subtle methods. 
Communism is no longer decried in the old-fashioned way, but 
advice is given as to how communia:ncan .. be "improved upon". 
Forms of "national communism" are encouraged by the ideologists 
of imperialism. The events in C~echoslovakia, tbeSoviets would 
argue, have shown whereto this "silent contra-revolution" can 
lead. They have· also shown that political and economical 
pressure are insufficient to· restore "proletarian discipline". 
The rapid military occupation of Czechoslovakia was a demon
stration of Soviet power, but from a political point of view 
this was also an impressive a display of impotence. Besides, 
this operation seems to have made heavy inroads on the finan
cial means the Soviet Union has available for the modernisation 
of her economy. A non-official,. but fairly reliable source in 
Moscow writes that the total costs of ·military action against 
Czechoslovakia (introductory manoeuvres, occupation, military 
pressure against Rum!nia)amounted from five to six billion 
roubles. Thus it is also for economical reasons they must try 
to circumvent the need to repeat a similar intervention. So 
the slogan of a simultaneous dissolution of the two military
political blocs in Europe is coupled with an intensive effort 
to further strengthen the Warsaw Pact. Attempts to make the 
Warsaw Pact ari unpenetrable fortress, which is only open to 
"businesslike co-operation", render comprehensive measures in the 
fields of arms control impossible. It is characteristic of the 
fortress~outlook, which for· that matter can also be found on 
the Western side, that one feels one's own security increased 
as the insecurity of the foes decreases. This mood makes even 
minor reductions of troops and armaments a very difficult 
matter. Since the military situation in Europe is fairly stable 
at present, those sharing the fortress-mentality lack an incen
tive to react otherwise. They are quite prepared to declare 
With full conviction that they renounce the use of force or any 
threatening with force, provided the instruments of violent 
action remain intact. Only after much sighing on both sides 

they might eventually lower the level of armaments under the 
strict supervision of a computer. 
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On ·tle •Jother~Jhand·;.the 1pursuit :of,,!-•.collect~ive_;_s_ec~ity 1.SY.s.~~~ in 
Europe ;proves that ,the USSR ·.thinks· the preservation of.cthis· frozen, -- ' .. - -- - ~---- __ .. ...,. ~--..- . 

state :of.Jaffairs .:i,n·lthe ;longer.:run ·.undesi·r.able, J]'laypev.1t.,.l?:~~e is n 
not t.the sfaintest ,illusion (in Moscow~..that,_the· Sovie.t l!~_'i,on...Lsould 

ever become acceptable •.to ·:alT rEuropean, stat.es 1as "~t;he.i~ ·-'!l:~~t 
powerful protector. Still the system of collective security she 
;_s-Jfi~s_;to :f..'s"m6r~ ~'tJ16£!J~C"me're fiinctioiiai'Tutopi.a;' uu.t.:ru ed'I 
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~EVer siiice \the •scheme (of 'Ja·~colle·ctivec;_security1,system r.l.I!i~pe 
,aihas~b'e€m introduced~in :1954;'jthe,main problem_of European_§_ecu

rity,hascremained the.same.tfor the,Soviet~Union;r.,That p~o~~em 
lis;.:ito ;put1it briefly;~how toccont_ain"Jthe~Federal;~Rep~~l~~t of 
~Gerinany:'£.This.tquestion1isoconsiderablyrhru:derJtoqsolve:ithai1 it 

/ was. in theHifties;';Jwhen·:China :>tilhwas[Jan~ally;;;when:.thec$oviet ... - -

.r-->Union "and ;:her ::European1al!iesr.rcould still] affor<iJa,poli~y :::<:Jf 
:l: . isolationism>.!. when~ distrust~ againsti;.the- Germans 0 wasj still,.pretty ,.-- --~ 

f.c..,widespreadJ in) Westem.·1Europe ~and 1 when, thel F:?.G was "'economically - .. . - -- - - ---
ari.d·- technically ,;unable tot become ·ra nuclearf.ctiv1weap~ntst;a:t~• 
Theltreaties£Bonn[hastconcluded with,..the;tSoviet.Union, Poland .. - ' .... . ' . ·---
and'l.the~GDR;c~have~brought.Ja solutiontof this::problem no"nearer. 

-- ·----------V~ .. - •. 

b};.c~; :£ 'l.V 1 £•·:rlu~JJ oclj' r~l.:..e:-J:.toC: y~_:n:·:t~lP •. :.o!tl :t.a~:J.rtia;~ o,.J,.,, 
Just~as in the past, the Soviet Union and, perhaps, her allies 

• • A. .. t.- v .!::JO, .. ~-L- '-" _, J't'JJ ~~:.J.If!JS:t U\1 ":,J:J;t_(:.J :J~J-~-'·l t,. f•_l·,r ::l"•!q.r~~n.: N'fr 
believe that the European security situation will be at its best 

"•• J' ...:... ~~.·J.·~t_.;-...._JLi. ttuJ .i..V ._.-,;.~t.:4.7t!1:! ·Jl_tJ .o 1 -;··.n_,;::r .. P.:.O":!f'I£.Or··~ V.l."TO iior: 
when all Amer~can for~;~.L·~.7Ho~a~fA,~e5,~:t ~~c~l: cg~t1lf,entg,~ ~~~1 and 
the FRG is kept free of nuclear weapons. Liquidation of foreign 

i·~ base si: i:sJmore o:r; 3 ·less~a standing disarm::-men_"t;;,P.!,'OPOf_>_a~)~f<>•~-~e 

~.-:USSR,t.,which, pretends :n9t1 to)havet bases; in foreign:i;,t_~~_!'i_t.c:~ her
.t .'.self .o:ButJ,~he rSoviet?t leaders.;dotpreferJ close) c:>-OP,ejation)_with 

:.thi:HUnited1States 'regarding I European :security.; as,.longras, .there 

stiln is~ af risk> that .the-:'·FRG might·d,iJ.f.any!·form~get> control'j-over 
<.'nuclear': weapons;. Thisr.'is'!: why~ they ai'et advocating: a(system: of 

collecti:ve~secu:Dity~ in., Europet which mustt'first:of,,all-, create 
conditions I of •friendl.iness ari.d of text.ensive, but:·superyise·d 
co.:.;operation 'in. -the:,fieldsl of t.economy; :< science';Ltechnology; 
energy supply, environoent and )'culture ;·1 Then ,:• it (.is f hoped 1 '};t 

"myth of the Soviet threat" will no longer give an impulse 
-ttoo ~uh1e~~ S:s~iFa'-tiorts ;S":r weeit~i-nl-G~:rnt811r and=·wili'·'eventi.ially 
.;.-d,,.fib:dYef: o!I:t 'J.o OJJ:1''t.''l ~·! .:r.J.i:;to;: o~ ~:.:'l:Joo .o tfol'e 0 ;t f,,:J':tl.J 
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The desire of the Soviet Union and her European allies for a 
period of stability in Europe is 'without any doubt s·incere;· 
but one~ cannot solve .the problems of military confrontation 
simply by ignoring them for the time being. Yet this is the 
way the Soviet Union would like to have it. The illusion of 
security should precede real security. 

The undue weight given to an acceptance of broad principles 
in the Security Conference bears witness of what one might 
call a bureaucratic approach to European security. The other 
members of the Warsaw Pact, with the one exception of Rumania, 
see~ to endorse this Soviet attitude. It is pointed out·on 
the-Soviet side that the process of political detente should 
not be hampered by trouble. between antagonistic states about 
complex matters of disarmament. But at the same time there 
is an awareness of this view being inconsistent, since it can 
hardly be denied that military detente would favourably affect 
the course of political detente. Progress made in arms control 
indicates to what extent the parties are prepared to trust 
each other and to translate into practical reality their 
solemn declarations not to use force against each other. 
The apparent inconsistency between the desire for broad 
principles and a reluctance to reduce forces is certainly 
not only embarrassing for the members of the Warsaw Pact, 
but no less so for the NATO countries.-

The Sov·iet Union hopes she can take advantage of her improved 
relationship with the USA for solving what to her mind is the 
most urgent problem of military security in Europe: to-prevent 
the FRG from obtaining control of nuclear weapons. According 
to a recent Soviet publication SALT II can only bear fruit 
if the United States take the initiative of dissolving NATO's 
Nucl·ear' Defence Affairs Committee and the Nuclear Planning 
Group. Anyhow, Moscow wants the Americans to tell their 
European allies in unambiguous terms that they are opposed 
to a West-European · nuclear force. 

The Soviet Union holds the view that America is morally com
mitted to such a course fo action by virtue of the agreement 
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on the prevention of nuclear war. This document was hailed 
by the Soviet press as the most important result of Brezhnev's 
visit to the USA; much stress is laid upon the fact that it 
has been signed on a symbolic date - exactly 32 years after 
the day Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet Union. And yet the 
benefits the intimate bilateralism between both superpowers 
has so far achieved for the security situation in Europe have 
fallen short of what the Soviet leaders have expected. In the 
Federal Republic of Germany as in other Western European 
countries complaints are heard that the American nuclear um
brella now unmistakably shows holes. In Moscow there is con
siderable concern about tllis phenomenon. Such talk from 
"opponents to detente" and "enemies ar peace" is feared to 
produce the effect that inside the Europe of the Nine more 
and more voices will be raised in favour of military co
operation. It is taken for grated by the Soviet Union that 
such co-operation will be the start of the setting up of a 
Western nuclear force, which eventually would bring a German 
finger to the nuclear trigger. 

The dread of a West-European or West-German nuclear force 
is shared by many in the West, and indeed in the Federal Re
public of Germany. Opportunities for obviating such a develop
ment should be better than ever before. But these are to be 
grasped first of all by a positive and even daring attitude 
towards arms control. As the main military power in Europe, 
the Soviet Union must demonstrate that she can more or less 
understand other European states when they feel unable to 
look upon her forces as a huge peace corps. This problem 
must be tackled. Otherwise there is a danger that the MFR
talkw -.·ill deepen rather than overcome feelings of frustra
tion and exasperation about the security situation in Europe. 

The result could well be in GoethE:'s words that "The evil 
which you fear becomes a certainty by what you do". 
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Page 4 - line 3 from the bottom: 

The Soviet conception of peaceful coexistence 
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As the security of.the foes decreases ..... 
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The history of international relations knows many situations 
where Peace depends an the proper understanding of acts and even 
more of motivatians of one. party by another. It can be admitted 
that during the whole period of "cold war" besides the evident 
elements of substantial antagonism in the attitude and acts of 
the countries of opposite social and political systems, there 
were also elements of mutual fear and hostility arising to a 
great extent from the misunderstanding of intentions. Such ele-

·. menta, enlargeq by the propaganda machinery, have formed a power 
destroying all''that has been sound and normal in mutual relations. 
Many a time, it took years to waive aside certain myths based on 
irrational premises, by revealing truth and the diabolic power 
created by them was at last overcome. 

Now, when both social and political systems dispose of almost 
unlimited means of destruction the proper perception of acts and 
intentions of the other party is of enormous importance, especially 
during the tension periods an the international arena. The correct 
understanding of the other party's steps and intentions is also of 
no lesser significance for the nornalization of the relations among 
countries separated by contradictions which for many years seemed 
to be insurmountable. Conventionally speaking, the proper understand
ing of the other party's steps and intentions as well as of its 
interests is also of greatest importance both for the detente and 
for the search of a better, more rational security arrangements 
for the whole of Europe. 
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In view of socialist countries the position of the West 
concerning the reduction of armed forces in Europe'·has undergone 
a substantial evolution for the period after the Second World War. 
And the suggestion of so called mutual and balanced. force reduction 
which has appeared in the last few years was undoubtedly a new 
phenomenon in the position of the NATO countries regarding both 
disarmament in general /the approbation of the earlier rejected 
possibility of implementation of regional disarmament in areas of 
particular tension and concentration of arms, as for an example 
in Europe/ and the European security /the acknowledgement of the 
problem of armed forces reduction as an essential independent 
element for the detente in Europe/. What is more, the problem 
of "mutual and balanced force reduction11 has become not only 
a new matter of interest for the West countries but has also 
grown to the position of one of the main postulates whose solution 
was to condition the future detente in Europe, as well as the 
fate of the CSCE and later - its course and results. 

At the same time , however, along with the emphasizing of 
the significance of this problem and alo~with discussion on the 
"MBFR" - the problem itself has not become clearer in .~egard to 
its contentso It is difficult to state that the prenegotiation posi
tion of the NATO countries on this subject has been univocal even 
without taking into account thu special attitude of France to this 
matter. It may give the impression that although the NATO countries 
managed to bring about the formulation of a general concept which 
could be accepted nearly by everyone this, however, did not mean 
that the views on its specific contents were the same. 

One can assume that this was also related to the variety of 
factors which have brought about the raising and maintaining of 
this concept; factors which were not always these same for parti
cular NATO countries. 

A brief look at these factors seems to be ~rthwile since 
' they can continue to influence the position of particular NATO 

countries. In general they oan be divided into three main cate
gories: 
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Intra-alliance considerations - embracing first of all the 
variety of internal pressures thot were felt in NATO countries 
towards the· reduction of armed forces. These pressures were felt 
f:Lrst of all in the USA but also could be observed in some European 
members of the NATO. In this situation the "MBFR proposal" -
especially as it was assumed that the Warsaw Pact countries were 
not interested in it - was to serve as a convenient instrument 
to keep NATO members from reducing ·their forces unilateraly. This 
interrelation could be observed particularly in some statements 
made by the US administration. It was underlined that no reduction 
of US forces in Europe, apart from that as agreed upon within the 
"MBFR", would take place unless the allies decided to reduce their 
own_forces. 

The suspension of the reductions, especially of the US forces 
in Europe, did not mean,. however, an abandonment of an intention 
or leas necessity of such reductions. On Zlle other hand, it gave ·:: 
time to open discussion on this problem within the NATO and to come 
to certain conclusions which would not deteriorate the intra-NATO 
relations. Simultaneously, the advancement of the reduction pro-
blem to the plane of East-West discussion gave the possibility 
either to obtain also a certain reduction of ~he other party 
forces or to gain significant propaganda eff~ct in case the other 
party refused to start negotiations on this problem. The intra
alliance discussions over the reduction of armed forces could also 
serve a wider purpose - a new distribution of the "defence burdens" 

" within the NATO, i.e. main~y to increase in relative if not absolute 
terms the"defence contribution" of European NATO members. 

Nevertheless, the problem itself of the force reductions in 
Europe and especially the proble~ of reductions of the US forces 
in Europe, seemed to be a result of some objective factors; that 
is of the general trend which could be observed mainly in the USA -
to reduce the troop level, incre~sing at the same time a standard 
of their trairitng /professional soldiers/ and improving their 
equipment. In other words, the reduction of quantity of troops.was 
looked upon as a.way to obtain means for raising their quality. 
It was hardly beleivable that this general trend_would not also 
ai'fect the size of the American forces in Europeo 

• 
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Certain changes in. the international situation can be· also 
mentioned as objective factors which influenced the position· of 

· the NATO countries on the European ~isarmament·problem. This 
refers first of all to the indirect influence of the growing 
detente.process and the change in perception of the other party's 
intentions /inter aliap the fall of the myth of''communist danger'{. 
as well as all-the-more wider plane of the East-West negotiationse 

5Another change hQving a direct influence on the possibility 
.of undertaking realistic discussions on problem~;~ of European . 
disarmament was the change of the Western attitude. towards· the. 
"German problem"• The solution of this problem in line with 
Western demands was not longer considered as a condition for 

.. any disarmament measures in Europe. 
These major. factors which led to the acceptance by the NATO 

members of a new position on the European disarmament problem 
can be complemented also by a range of considerations of a tacti
cal nature - considerations determiningp in the first placefl 
the moment of putting forward the "JIIJBFR" postulate-/one can assume 
that it has.been done prematurely/ and secondlyp the way of 
"playing this card'' in ~uropean discussions. Along with the above 
mentioned consideratioH~nthe eagerness to present the "European 
programme" of the NATO which would compete with the programme 
of the socialist countries and especi~lly with the proposal of . 
the Conference on Sec.urity and Co-operation. The emphasis onthe 
particular significance of the "JiilBFR11 postulate served at the 
same time as convenient instrument of controlling or affecting· 

. . ' , . ' 

the direction and the pace of the detente process. 
The above factors which were of great significance tor the 

formulation .by the West of the "MBFR" postulate and for its 
maintenance as an item of discussion in Europe will also further 
affect the position of the NATO states in this question. One can 
assume at the same time that the factors of "objective character" 
can both pr.oduce real pressures in the direction· of reaching an 
agreement on approporiate reductions and create favoUrable 
.conditions for reaching such an agreement. Factors of tactical 
nature - i.e. the desire to take advantage of the reduction pos
tulate and use it for other purposes instead of for limitation · 

' . 
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of military potentials in Europe - can give negative effectS bo·th 
on the process of negotiating over the problem of reduction ~nd on , . 

the general detente atm()sphere in Europe; whereas the intra-s.lliance 
considerations from which follows~ first of all, the necessity of 
intensive consultations rather within the framework of NATO than 
on the plane of East-West relations, can br:!Jlg about a relatively 

·slow process of East-West negotiations,, particularly as regards 
the reduction of indigenous forces. An additional element which 
must be taken into account in consideration of both the rate o:e 
the intra-NATO consultations and the character of settlements fol
lowing from them is the actual close link between military, eco
nomic and monetary problems of the NATOp mainly on the plane of 
Western.Europe-USA relationse Still it is difficult to predict 
how it will influence .the time and the contents of a new general 
·us~western European "contract" as well as in what way such a 
"contract".will influence the problem of force reductions ·ill 

. Europe. 
As a whole the position of the NATO countries before.the open

ing of the negotiations is not quite cleare There were contradicto:t'y 
opinions as to the necessity to open at that moment East-West dis
cussions on the reduction problem9 /an example of which is not 
only the negative attitude of France but also the restraint of 
other NATO members - eg. Great Britain/ as well as the difference 
of aims, interests and prioritiese The main diirerence seems ·to lay 
betweem the interest of the US to reduce the existing balance in 
Europe to a level lower and less expensive-for them while the· 
main interest of European NATO members is directed towards keeping 
the US military presence at a relatively high level, combined r1i'th 
a wide programme of so called "military constraints". The purpose 
of these constr~intsj!as assumed, should be first of all" to 'limit 
_the political role of military forces in European relations'~ Viithont 

' ' . . 

going into detail it can be accepted, howeverp that these. contradic-
tory views and interests within the .NATO do not necessarily mean· 
a lack of possibilities to come to a certain commori.platform which 
Qan lead to a successful ending of the negotiations. 
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It could include different special interests of NATO countrios ~ 
that is reductions of US troops, some reductions of national 
forces as well as a certain category of "military constraints" 
corresponding to the scope of reductions and the state of.intra
European affairs. Such an attitude, taking into account on the. 
other hand, constant and wide interest of socialist countries 
in reductions of both foreign and national troops and their 
,willingness to discuss "stabilization measures" and "confidence.;;. 

:building measures" could create a certain common· ground fo~ 
negotiations and their positive outcome in not a d~tant future. 

· As far as the further stages of disarmament discussi.on. in 

Europe are.concerned, the problem seems to be more complex and 
dependent on some additional factors •. 

On the one hand -apart from the factors hitherto existing -
new ones can arise which can increase the interest of the NATO 
countries in the armaments and armed forces reductions in EQ~ope. 

·Such factors can be: the wider acceptance by the main Western.· 
countries of. the conc~pt of peaceful coexistence; further intensi-, -
fication of the detente process in Europe and the normalization 
of relations between countries.with different social. and political 
systems; the effect of Soviet .. American talks onUimitation of 
strategic· arxnen:ienta. The importimoa of SAL'.r for the future talks 
on disarmament in Europe can be approached in two mays. First~ 
from the viewpoint of the significance of possible SALT settle
ments or agreements as a factor facilitating the European 
discussions on concrete disarmament problems. And, secoridlyp. froin 
the viewpoint,of SALT agreements contribution to the general 
atmosphere and as an indication of the necessity and possibility 
of undertaking negotiations and reaching agreements in a so 

· delicate problem as military questions are •. 
On the other hand~ however, looking at the problem realistic

ally one must take also into account the probability that some 
other factors may divert the attention of the ~ATO states from 
European disarmament problem towards entirely different direction • 

. First and foremost it could be the revitalization of. "cold war" 
, : . . 

and anti-detente forces, the result of which would be a substan- .. , ' ' . 
tiel increase of the NATO s armam-c:at·t;efforts. Such a development 
could make the European dialogue on disarmament purposeless. 
Secondly, equally negative influence on prospects ·of further 
European disarmament col.lld have the intensification ofNA'l'O 
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efforts to exploit undertaken negotiations for other purposes 
than the sincere pursuit of reduction of military confrontation 
in Europe. It could be connected 9 first of all9 with the inten
sification of alreadype-rceptible tendencies to treat the discussion 
of European disarmament: 

- as a means of pressure or as a lever for controlling and 
setting back the progress of detente in Europe and first of all 
the course and the results of the first Conference on Security 

'and Co-operation in Europe; 
- as an instrument which should help to bring about politi

cal changes in Eastern Europe; 
- as a convenient pretext to intensify the efforts in the 

sphere of political and military integration in Western Europe 
including .efforts aimed at the creation of a form of Egropean 
nuclear force. 

There is no need of further consideration of the possibilitioo 
· of the misuse of discussions on disarmament as an instrument to 
set back or to condition the process of detente in Europe. There 
were.examples of this kind of activity in the prac~ice of the 

• last few years. The likelihood of. such activities ihn the follow-
ing years should not be ignored. However, attention should be . 
paid also to the fact that such attempts mhEDi are likely to 
not only "successfully" hamper the detente process in Europe· but 
also to become the cause of the. reduction negotiations • failure. 
The previous experience and the failures of the similail NATO 
attempts in the past 9 e.g. - the inefficiency.and the disservice 

· . of subordinating the problem of disarmament to the realization of 
· Western postulates, connected with the German problem - may 

prevent from establishing a iun.ctim among. the complicated European 
problems. The artificial establishement of such a iunctim can provo 

· . to be an effective method for the hampering of whatsoever progress 
on both the planes. 

In the opinion of some .Western statesmen 9 another purpose 
which should be served by the European negotiation~ ~n disarms-. . . 

· ment ~d by agree.ements reached in their re sill t, is to help 
to change the political status qoli in Eastern Europe.· 

. Le.aving aside the possibilities of realization of. such an 
aim /it seems that some authors while discussing the political 
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s~ability of the socialist atatesa fall into what one may call 
nwiahi'ul thinking" a which has no connection with the reality/ 
the mere setting of such an aim has a highly prejudicial influenoo. 
It introduce(:! into the negotiations an element of suspicion as 
to the true intentions of the other party- and w'E1,9't more. it· 
averts the attention from the cardinal problems o~ disarmament 
and European security. 

The tendency of taking advantage of the mutual reductions 
. problem for intensification of efforts directed at accomplish
ment of military and political integration of Western Europe is 
something like the other side of this aame coin. These efforts 
are also meant to bring about.the cha1;1ge of the present milita:il'y 

' and political statU>quo and create another one - more favourable 
, for the NATO countries. W@lht is amazing in the Western consider

ations of this question11is both the minimalization of the 
negative effects that such policy may bring about and the assUmp
tion of a relatively indifferent position of Eastern Europe on thic; 
problem. One cannot leave that problem aside without making at 
least some observations • . . 

The propagation of the idea of Western' European military 
integration v;hich is based on emphasizing the. alleged military 
superiority of the Warsaw Pacta actually shakes the possibility 
of any disarmament negotiations in Europea at least until such 
integration is brought into life. What more. in this case,the 
maintenance of the "mutual reduction" postulate by the NATO 
seems to .be irrational if these ''mutual reductions" are me:;mt. to 
be a subject of working discussions and mutual concessions and 
not t.o be a demand of the other party's capitulation. If negotia
tions on arms reduction are opened and carried on, the trend 
towards the military integration will undoubtedly influence the 

· ·negotiation positions of both sides. On the one hand 0 the major 
subject of interest for the Western partners in the discussion 
will be not so much the con~ideration of possible agreements 

.from the point of view of their significance for the European 
security as from the poiilt of view of their probable influence 
on or conformity with the integrational efforts. Their major 
preocupation~ 'in general~ will be directed .towards military 
integration; the question of ::UltDll;l.'Ill:tbti reduction will be 
only ·a possible and not necessary function of this trend. 

' 
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On the other han~ •. the Warsaw Pact states while defining their 
negotiation position will not be. able to neglect_ such a substan
tial fact as the simultaneous efforts of their partners to 
increase their military ptentialo Whatever.may be said about the 

·purposes of such an integration -_about the "greater rationaliza
tion of the military. efforts" of·the Western Europe. about "new .. 

-· distribution -of the defence burden in the NATO", about "structu
ral and organizationnchanges within the framework of the NATO" -
the major purpose of the integration remains the increase of the 
effectiveness .of the military potential of the· Weste.rn Europe. 

/The mere :f:usion of potentials. will not mean a new quantitative but o 
<alitative formation and thus the existing military configuration shall be 

subjected to changes/o 
As to the consequences of such integration. it is scarcely 

possible that the position of the Warsaw Pact members - as it is 
often accepted - would be indifferent. It conc.erns in particular 
the position of the smaller Eastern European countries as well as 
of all smaller European countries in general, which· would ·find 
themselves· outs'ide the integration framework. It would mean for them 
that they would be facing a new, great European po~~. even if 
still in statu nascendi, posessing 0 however0 behini1; it centuries 
of_ great powe'r iind imperialistic policies and· behaviour, and · 
with ambitions /already admitted or not/ to conduct such policies 

• 1 • .. 

in the future. It would also mean a new stage in European politics 
contradictory to the present tendencies. towards a new system of 
security. 'the realization of which would be of significant :i.mport
ance0 especially for the .smaller European countries. This.would 
also be a step towards the st1rengthening of military bloc~. From 

. . . 

the point of view of the socialist countries it would mean the 
est'ablishment of tl.. new military grouping remaining in an alliance 
with the USA and contributing to· the general iincrease of the 
military potential of the West. 

Of course. it can be. maintained• as it is often done in 
western Europe 0 that the drift towards lliilit~_fy -:iiitegrat:i.on as well 
as the special interest in implementation of all kinds· of"military 

. . . 

. constrain·ts" results mainly fr.om the desire to guarantee Western 
Europeans ecurity not so much against an open attack /which at 

,J' . ,, 

p~esent is rather unlikely/ as against the political consequences 
. 1 • . 
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of a lack of military balance in Europe, i.e. the lack of palance 
between the military potential of the Soviet Union and the V'les·~e.rn 

. European countries, especially in conditions of-weakened US 
engagement in Europe •. Even if it 1s assumed that this kind of. 
argument reveals the actual fears of Western Europe and that it is 
not a convenient and tactical platform of reasoning,_ serious. reser
vations can. be made both as ~o the assumptions on which it is. based 
as well as to the conclusions following from it. The possibility 
that the .USA will withdraw from its engagements· in Europe.and from 
'its alliance commitments towards Europe is quite unlikely. .The . 
security of European countries is based not so much on the exis-

. tence of regional balance /Western Europe vs. Warsaw Pact/ as on 
the. global balance /NATO vs. Warsaw Pact/. Thus. the present anxie
ties to search a regional balance is actually an anxiety to upset 
the global balance •. The preooupation with the limita~ion of the 
role· of military forces in the European relations and a:kti:J.e same 
time the consideration of the future picture of Europe in cate
gories of the maint.ained if not strenghthened confrontation of 
military blocs is internally inconsistent: the essence of any 
balanced of power system is the political role played by military 
power. 

· One can tbelieve. therefore, that the policy of the Western 
European countries based on the above mentioned _apprehension!i 
should take rather a thoroughly different direction -:- of gradual 
building of·a new security system in Europe which in its nature 
would limit the role of the military forces inEurope and would . . . 

. make possible their graduate elimination; a system which would· 
inc:i-ease. the importance of cooperation and economic inte·rpendence 
and diminish the military division of Europe; a system members of 
whiCh, apart from the European countries, could be the US~ and 
Canada. In other words, this kind of apprehension should rather 
induce the Western European countries to accept the invitation of 
the Warsaw Pact countries to begin a discussion and to work out 
together ne·w principles for .organizing European security.· The NATO 
members have tried to avoid such a discussion hitherto, while 

'trying to achieve temporary aims which in fact do not solve any 
cif essential European problems /both for the.NATO and·Warsaw Pact/ 
and which 6an make only European situation more complicated • 

• 


